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I think something special about visiting Hessenland

is our smaller team of staff that allows all our guests

to get to know us and really create a connection

with us!  The connections we're able to create with

our guests are unique from what you would find at a

bigger establishment and allow for a more

personalized stay!  We strive to be able to have more

meaningful interactions with our guests and doing

so makes our jobs more enjoyable and encourages

our guests to feel like they really are a part of the

Hessenland family and welcome anytime!  This is

why I wanted to interview some of the more

prominent faces of our staff team so that you as the

guest feel comfortable and like you already know us

before you even walk through our doors!  In

addition, our Huron County locals make excellent

tour guides of the area and shared some of their

favourites for you to try as well!



What's your favourite thing about

working at Hessenland?

OUR TEAM!  I love getting to know

everyone and what makes them tick

and seeing them flourish working in

the different areas of our Inn.

What's your favourite spot around

Hessenland? (Waterfall, Gazebo, The

Guest House, Etc.)

There is a lovely bench by the pond

hidden away in the shade that I love!  

Hearing the frogs and watching the 

 dragonflies... quite magical really!

What's your favourite Hessenland

event?

SOULitude...it's been on a bit of a

hiatus but I know it will be coming

back based on my love for it!
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What do you think is the most

underrated place/spot/experience at

Hessenland? 

Our gardens!!! They are simply

magical any season and offer so much

to anyone--Whether it's running

around with kids, or doing yoga in a

shaded area by the pond, or simply

meditating by the waterfall, or

strolling in the gardens after dinner

during sunset.

What's something you wish people

knew before booking a room at

Hessenland?

You are central to so many places!!  I

have always felt that Hessenland was

the bridge between Bayfield, Grand

Bend, and everything in between!
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What's your favourite Hessenland

meal past or present?

I love anything fish... and believe it

or not it pairs so well with red

cabbage... the sweetness of the red

cabbage with fish is divine!

What's your favourite Schatz wine?

Our Ver Jus!  Lizzz of course!!!  I love

that we now offer a non alcoholic

version of our delicious grapes/wine.

What did you do before you joined

the Hessenland team?

My previous life was in Toronto's

Westin Harbour Castle where I spent

almost a decade in different

departments and leadership roles

learning all there is to know about

convention services.

If you weren't working at

Hessenland, what do you think you

would be doing career wise?

Mentoring/Coaching

What's the most rewarding part of

your job?

Watching the success of our team

and being able to mentor/coach...

their success is our success.

What's the most challenging part of

your job?

I'm a planner so pretty much

anything that pops up out of the

ordinary lol!!!
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What's the biggest piece of advice

for someone who might be looking

to do something like what you do

now?

Learn the ropes of different areas of

the hospitality industry--you will be

a great leader if you learn all the

roles in your field (front of line,

supervisory, then manager).  The

mentors I learned the most from did

just that so their advice came from

steeped experience

What pathway did you take to get to

where you are now? (University,

College, or jumping right in.)

University of Guelph hotel

management, then started at the

front desk of Westin Harbour Castle

and moved up to assistant front desk

manager, then service express

manager, and ended my time there as

a convention services manager.. you

would say it prepared me for

Hessenland lol.

What made you move to the

area/decide to stay in the area?

FRANK!!!!! HE is the only reason I

decided to move to Huron County!!

After 20 years here I can honestly

say I'm not an "import" any longer.

What's your favourite part about

living in Huron County?

The diverse towns and activities--

whether it's going to a beach town or

cultural town, hiking, or going ti the

beach, no matter what season there is

always something to do!
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Where do you think is the most

underrated place to visit in Huron

County?

Our gardens and sunset tower... it's

worth the stop for wine tasting and

walking the gardens and the walking

up the sunset tower to view our

spectacular sunsets.

What's your favourite place to visit in

Grand Bend?

The beach but in spring or mid

September (when it's less crowded).

What's your favourite place to visit in

Bayfield?

Walking the streets--main street then

getting lost in the neighbourhoods, this

town is my absolute favourite.

I love WORDLE and I share my

killer guesses with my brother

Danny (a secret competition... at

least for me lol!!)

I love the little people and teenagers

in my life so so much and will do

anything for them (and they know

it!!... can you say they have me

wrapped around their pinky?)

Audible books are an obsession...

something about being read to...

What do you like to do in your free

time?

I love anything to do with spiritual

development/meditation/yoga you

name it I love it.

What are 3 random yet interesting

facts about you that the other

questions haven't touched on?

1.

2.

3.


